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3, showing the disks and the transmitting
wheels between them. . . . . . .
. . .
The entire mechanism is built upon a suit
able base 12, usually a casting. Rigidly se
cured to this base by screws 13 or other suit
Lt. 55
able means are two upright end frames 14 and
15. Rigidly secured to the tops of these frames
14 and 15 by screws 16 or other suitable means
is a top plate 17. To the base 12, between the
end frames 14 and 15, I secure by screws 20
or other suitable means an upright support 21,

To all whon it may concern:
Be it known that I, CHARLEs A. PRATT, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Oak
park, a suburb of Chicago, in the county of
Cook and State of Illinois, have invented a

new and useful Speed-Regulating Magnetic
Clutch, of which the following is a specifica
tion in its best form now known to me, refer
ence being had to the accompanying drawings,
in which similar characters indicate the same

parts throughout the several views.
My invention relates to devices for regulat
ing and varying the speed of rotation of a
driven shaft with reference to another or
driving shaft connected with a source of
power.

terminating in a preferably enlarged head 22.

This
upright, or at least the head 22, is made
of brass or other material through which the

magnetic lines of a magnet do not readily 65
pass. Rigidly mounted on one side of this
brass head 22 of the upright 21 and in the up
right 14 is a shaft, 24, and similarly mounted
in said brass head 22 and in the upright sup
port 15 is another shaft 26, the two shafts be-, o:
ing in line with each other, as shown, and ext,
cept for the brass head 22 forming a continu
ous shaft. The center line of this shaft is
distinguished by and will be referred to as,

The object of my invention is to provide
mechanism for varying the speed of the driven
shaft, said mechanism being one which gives

25

a convenient and flexible means of varying
the speed of said driven shaft, also being
one which is neat and compact in form, effi
cient in operation, not liable to get out of or
der, and easily and cheaply constructed and
installed.
My invention consists in two transmission
disks mounted so as to rotate independently,
wheels or rollers being placed between the
faces of the disks, the shape of the faces be-,
ing such that by varying the position of the
wheels or rollers the speed of the rotation of
one disk with reference to the other disk may
be varied. This incombination with magnetic
means for holding the disks in contact with
theMyintermediate
wheels or rollers.
invention also consists in a novel form
of wheel or roller for use betweer: the disks,
whereby undue friction is avoided and the ef

A. B. Rotatably mounted upon the shaft 75

24, heretofore described, is a hub 27, having
either integral with or rigidly secured to it
a transmission-disk 28, said disk having its

transmission-face 29 cut away in the arc of a

circle, this circular depression continuing an

nularly around the face of the disk, as shown.
Geared
to this hub 27, by a key 82 or other ...
suitable method is a pulley or gear 83 or other
transmission device. Similarly mounted on

shaft 26 is a hub 31, bearing a transmission
disk32, its transmission-face 23 being cutaway
in the arc of a circle. The radii of curvature.
of the transmission-faces 29 and 31 are the
same for both disks. Similarly secured to

ficiency of the mechanism is increased.
Ht also consists in a novel form of mechan
ism for varying the position of the wheels or.
rollers with reference to the disks and in many
details of construction which will be hereinaf
ter more fully described and claimed.
Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 is a
plan, Fig. 2 is an elevation view on line 2 of
Fig. 3, and Fig. 3 is a sectional view on line 3
of Fig. 2, of the mechanism embodying my
invention in its preferred form. . Fig. 4 is a

hub 31 by a key 84 (or other suitable method)
is a gear or pulley 85 or other suitable trans
mission device. The hub 27, heretofore de
scribed, is made of such a size and proportion

90

that it serves as a core to a magnet-coil 35,

which incloses it, as shown, the magnet-coil 95

being mounted on a frame 36, rigidly secured

to the base by screws 37 or other suitable

means.
Similarly, the hub 31, is adapted to
act as a core in a magnet-coil 39, inclosing
50 detail sectional view taken on line 4 of Fig. it, said nagnet-coil being mounted in the Ioo
!

-

s
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frame 40, rigidly secured to the base 12 by position of Fig. 4. Continuing the rotation

to

screws 41 or other suitable means. These of the shaft 52 until the periphery porticn80 .
magnets are so wound and connected together is at the inner end 68 of the face 29 of disk
by wires 42, 43, and 44 and to a source of 28 and the periphery portion 61 is in con
electrical energy 45, as a dynamo or battery, tact with the outer edge 67 of the transmis
through a switch 46 that by closing the switch sion-face 31 of disk. 32. will further accen
46 they operate to draw the two transmission tuate this difference in speed. It will also be
disks 28 and 32 toward each other and against seen that by rotating shaft 52 in the opposite
the transmission mechanism, to be hereinafter direction until the periphery portion 61 is in
described, placed between the transmission contact with the inner end 65 of transmission
faces 29 and 31 of said disks. oarnaled in face 33 of disk 32 and the outer periphery
the top of frame17 and in the base 12 in a ver portion 60 is in contact with the outer end 63
tical line through the center of curvature 49 of transmission-face 29 of disk 28 will reverse.

of the transmissio-faces 29 and 33 on one the relation of these speeds, the driving-disk
side of the center line A B of shaft 24 26 is 32 rotating at one speed and the disk 28 ro
a vertical shaft 52, having its middle portion tating at a very much slower speed, the driven
offset to form a crank-arm 53. Extending from diameter 63 being greater than the driving
this crank-arm 53 is a stud 54, on which are diameter 65 taken about center AB. Mounted
journaled two or mere transmission-wheels 55 on shaft 52 near the upper frame 15 is a pull
20 and 56, the same being secured in position by ley 79 While theoretically only one set of 85
the washer 57 and nut 58. These wheels 55 wheels 55 and 56 is necessary between the
56 might be made in one piece; but it is a transmission-disks 28 and 32, in order to bal
feature of my invention to make them in two ance the mechanical strains and increase the
or more pieces or lamine, so that when the power which can be transmitted and make the
25 opposite sides of said wheels are, as will be machine symmetrical I mount upon the op 90
hereinafter described, in contact with differ posite side of the machine a similar shaft 72,
entradial portions of transmission-disks there having an offsetforming a crank-arm3, which
will not be as much friction, due to the dif crank-arm has journaled upon it other trans
ference in the relative speed of rotation of mission-wheels 756, having identically the
the outer edges of wheels 55 and 56, as there same relative position to the disks 28 and 32
is when a single wheel is used. In other as the wheel 5556, heretofore described, ex
words, these wheels rotate side by cide at very cept that these wheels are on the opposite
slightly-different rates of speed, but so slightly sides of the machine and at the same distance
different that no appreciable friction between from the centerline AB. Mounted upon this
Ioo
35 the wheels themselves is apparent. These shaft 72 is a pulley 80.
transmission - wheels: 55 and 56 are of such
It will be seen that in order to have the mar
a size and radius that, as shown in Fig. 4, chine operative the two transmission-wheels
they fit between the transmission-faces 29 and 55 56 and 7576 must be moved in unison and
33 of the disks 28 and, 32. Their surfaces, to the same relative positions with reference
which bear against the transmission-disks are to the transmission-surfaces of the disks 28
sections of a sphere whose radius is that of and 32. In order to accomplish this, pro Ios
the transmision-faces of the disks, so tiat the vide mechanism as follows: I connect the pull
wheels may be moved about between the trans leys 70 and 80, heretofore described, with a
mission-faces 29 and 32, while always remain practically non-elastic rope 90, the same cross
ing in contact with them in all positions along ing between the pulleys, as shown, and one iro
the entire face of the wheel. The propor end of the rope being rigidly secured to pull
IS

So

55

too

tions of the crank-arm 53 and the stud are
such that the center of said wheels 55 and 56
is always at the center of curvature 49 of the
transmission-faces 29 and 33 of the disks and
in line with the centers 47 and 48 of the shaft
52, from which it will be seen that by partially
rotating the shaft 52 on its axis the transmis
sion-wheels 5556 inay be rotated to the dotted
line position of Fig. 4 in which position the
periphery portion 60 on one side of wheels 55
56 will be in contact with transmission-face 29
at a point nearer the center line A B of the
shaft about which the transmission-disks are
rotating than is the part of the periphery 61
of the wheels 5556 in contact with the trans
mission-face 33. From this it will be seen

65

ley 80 at 91 and the opposite end being se

cured to the pulley 70 at 92. On one- shaft-,

as, for instance, shaft 72-I mount a coil
spring 94, having one end secured at 95 to this IIS
shaft 72, and the other end secured by a pin
96 or other suitable mechanism to the frame .
of the machine. This spring, when free to
act, servesto hold the pulleys 70 and 80 and the:
rope. 90 in the position shown in Fig. 1 against
a stop 97. On the opposite shaft 52 I mount
a rathet-wheel 100. To the frame 15 pivot
at 101 a pawl 102, adapted to be held out of
engagement with ratchet-wheel 100 by the
spring 103. Adjacent to this pawl 102 place I25
a magnet 104, adapted when energized to draw
pawl 102 toward it against the action of Spring
103 and cause the pawl to engage with ratchet
wheel 100, as shown in Fig.1. This magnet

that, assuming that the disk.32 is the driving
disk, the driven disk 28 will rotate very much
faster when the parts are in the dotted-line 104 is connected by wires 105 and 106 through

130.

switch 107 either to the source of electrical has been transmitted, through rope 90 and pul
energy 45, heretofore referred to, or to an in-lèy
70 and shaft
theopposite
parts attached
to ...
it, rotating
them52,intothe
direction
dependent source, as desired. Closing this

5
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switch 107 energizes the magmet 104 and draws against the action of spring 94, heretofore de
pawi 102 into contact with ratchet-wheel 100. scribed. When now the operator wishes to 70
Cpening switch 107 releases this magnet’s have the parts move in the opposite direction
hold upon the pawl 102 and causes it to be: and return to or toward the position shownin.
Fig. 1, he keeps his handoff from the push-but
withdrawn from ratchet-wheel 100 by spring ton
125 and opens switch 107, thereby releas
103, as heretofore described. Also adjacent
to ratchet-wheel 100 I place another magnet ing pawl 102 from engagement with ratchet 75
110, having its armature 111 on the end of a wheel 100, in which position the parts are free
lever 112, pivoted at 113 and adapted to be to return to the normal position under the re
normally held away from the magnet by the tractile action of spring 94. This spring 94
spring 114. The opposite end of the lever 112 and the stop 97 should be so located that when
has an elongated slot 115 cut in it, in which a both push-button 125 and the switch 107 are
pin
116 on vertical rod 117 is adapted to slide. open the wheels 5556 and 7576 are returned
This vertical rod 117 is slidably mounted in a to an extreme position-as, for instance, po
guide 113, rigidly secured to the frame 15 by sitions 67 and 68 or 63 and 65, heretofore de
Fig. 4.
bolts or screws 119. Pivotally mounted at scribed,
In the general operation of my invention I
120 upoh the end of rod 117 is a pawl 121, provide
mechanism of the general form here
adapted when the magnetis energized-and the
rod 117 is moved toward the ratchet-wheel to illustrated. I connect one gear or pulley, as
engage the teeth of the ratchet-wheel 100, said 88, to a source of power, E. making trans
pawl being held in such contact by spring 122 mission-disk 32 a driving disk. I also con
and also adapted when rod 117 is in its nor nect gear or pulley 83 with the machinery go
mal position, as shown in Fig. 1, to entirely which is to be driven, thereby making trans-clear the teeth of the ratchet-wheel 100. The mission-disk 28 the driven disk. The trans

mission-wheels 55.56 and 756 are, as hereto

rod 117 is held inits normal position by spring

114. The magnet 110, above referred to, is
connected by wires 124, through a push-button 125 through switch 10, with a source of
electrical energy 45, heretofore referred to, or
to some other source of electrical energy. (Not
shown.) When the push-button 125 is closed,

fore described, between transmission-disks 28
and 32 and are in an extreme pig as de 95.
scribed in the last paragraph, Q that when
the machine is operated the driven disk 28
will, as heretofore described, rotate slower
than the driving-disk 32. I now preferably

(the switch 10 having been previously closed.) start the source of power, thereby rotating IOO
the current of electricity is sent through mag- i gear or pulley 85 and driving-disk32. I?now.
switch 46, thereby energizing magnets
net
110, which pulls down armature 111, and close
35 and
39 and drawing transmission-disks 288
thereforemoves rod 117, with pawl 121 upon it, and
32 together upon transmitting-wheels 55, i.
into contact with ratchet-wheel 100, and as the
56 and 756. As soon as this operation is Io5.
motionis continued it rotates ratchet-wheel 100 completed
the motion of the transmission-disk
against the tension of spring 94 in the direction
shown by arrow in Fig. 1 at least the length of 32 is communicated, through the transmit
one tooth. The switch 10 having been previ ting-wheels, to transmission-disk 28. I now . .
ously closed, the pawl 102 clicks over one or close the switch 107, thereby energizing mag Iro
more tec-th of the ratchet-wheel 100 during this net 104 and drawing pawl 102 into contact
with ratchet-wheel 100, as heretofore de
semirotation. The finger is now removed from scribed.
I now repeatedly press the push
the push-button 125, thereby detenergizing
magnet 110 and allowing tihe pawl 121 to re button 125, as heretofore described, thereby
turn to normal position, shown in Fig. 1,) the rotating ratchet-wheel 100, and therefore II5
wheel 100 being held stationary by pawl 102. shafts 72 and 52. This rotation of the shafts
The operator again presses push-button 125, 72 and 52 causes the fansmission-wheels 55
and 75 T6 to be moved step by step from
which causes pawl 121 to move up and rotate 56
an extreme position, heretofore described, past
ratchet-wheel 100 a distance of at least an i the
position of Fig. 4 to the full
other tooth, and the pawl lif2 again clicks over line dotted-line
position of Fig. 4, at which time the disks I 20
one or moie teeth. The operator now releases
28 and 32 will rotate at the same speed. Con
the push-button 125, and the pawl 121 drops tinuing
this step-by-step motion, they finally
back,
as
heretofore
described.
Repeating
this
reach
the
extreme angular position opposite
operation causes ratehet-wheel 100 to continue
this step-by-step rotation in the direction of to that from which they started and to which
the arrow in Fig. 1 against spring 94, hereto the spring 94 would return were it free to act. I25
fore described. This step-by-step rotation of . After passing the full-line position of Fig. 4
the ratchet-wheel 100, as will be seen from the the transmission-wheels 55 56 and 576 will
description which has been given heretofore, cause the driven disk 28 to rotate faster than
t

has rotated shaft 72 with the parts attached to the driving-disk 32. When the desired speed

it, including the pulley St), and this motion for the driven machinery is reached, I perma

4.
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mechanism interposed between the
nently release the push-button 125, and there mitting
faces of said disks adapted to communicate
by
hold
pawl
102
and
the
connected
mechan
ism in a stationary position as long as it is de power from one of said disks to the other, mag
means adapted to move one of saiddisks
sired to operate the driven machine at the netic
toward the other, mechanism operated by elec 70,
same Speed. If it is desired to slow down the tricity adapted to vary the position of said

driven machinespeed, Iopen switch 107, there
by, as heretofore described, allowing spring
94 to return the parts to the starting position,
above described. When itis desired to wholly
o stop the driven machine, I either open the
switch 46 or shut off the source of power, or
both,
as desired.
If desired, a spring 130 may be inserted be
tween the disks 28 and 32 to move themalart
I5. against any residual magnetism which may
exist when switch 107 is opened, or this sep
arating of disks 28 and 32 may be accom

transmitting mechanism with reference to the
disks, whereby the speed of rotation of one of

said
disks with reference to the other is \va- .
ried.

75.

5. In mechanism of the class described, the
combination of a shaft, two transmission
disks mounted face to face upon said shaft,
transmitting mechanism adapted to communi
cate power from one of said disks to the other, 8o
magnetic means adapted to move one of said
disks toward the other and devices operated
by electricity adapted to vary the position of
Eled
by
reversing
the
current
of
one
of
the
said transmitting mechanism with reference
COS,
the disks whereby the speed of rotation of 85
20
I do not wish to be understood as limiting to
one of said disks with reference to the other
myself to the exact details of construction, disk
is varied.
which can be varied within reasonable limits
without departing from the principle of my 6. In mechanism of the class described, the
invention.
combination
of two
transmission-disks
face to face,
the adjacentfaces
of saidmount
disks 90
25 Having thus described my invention, what edbeing
cut
&way
in
the
arc
of
a
circle,
a
trans
claim
as new, and desire to secure by Letters mitting-wheel, adapted to communicate power
Patent, is
one of said disks to the other, mounted
1. In mechanism of the class described, the from
in said curved surfaces between said disks and
combination
of
two
transmission-disks
mount
30 edin substantially parallel planes, transmitting magnetic means adapted to move one of said 95
toward the other of said disks upon
mechanism adapted to communicate power diskstransmitting-wheel,
mechanism operated
from one of said disks to the other, magnetic said
by electricity adapted to vary the position of
mechanism adapted to move one of said disks said
transmitting-wheel upon the faces of said OO ,
toward the other and means adapted to vary
whereby the speed of one of said disks
35 the position of said transmitting mechanism disks
is
varied
with reference to the speed of the
with reference to the disks, whereby the speed
disk.
of rotation of one of said disks with reference other
7. In mechanism of the class described, the
to the other is varied. .
of a shaft, two transmission-disks
2. In mechanism of the class described, the combination
40 combination of two transmission-disks mount mounted face to face thereon, the adjacent
faces being cut away in the arc of a circle,
edin substantially parallel planes, transmitting transmitting
mechanism adapted to communi
mechanism adapted to communicate power cate power from
one of said disks to the other,
from one of said disks to the other, magnetic the sane being mounted
in said curved sur
mechanism adapted to move one of said disks
faces
between
said
disks
and
magnetic means
toward
the
other
and
means
operated
by
elec
45 tricity adapted to vary the position of said adapted to move one of said disks
toward the
other of said disks upon said transmitting
transmitting mechanism with reference to the mechanism
and mechanism operated by elec
disks, whereby the speed of rotation of one of tricity adapted
to vary the position of said
E. disks with reference. to the other is va
50

SS

e0,

. .

disks whereby the speed of the rotation of

II5

3. In mechanism of the class described, he one disk may be varied with reference to the
combination of two transmission-disksmount speed of the other of said disks.
ed face to face in line with each other, trans
mitting mechanism interposed between the
faces of said disks adapted to communicate
power from one of said disks to the other, mag
netic means adapted to move one of said disks
toward
other and
mechanism
adapted
to
vary thetheposition
of said
transmitting
mech
anism with reference to the disks; whereby the
speed of rotation of one of said disks with
reference
to the other is varied.
s
4. In mechanism of the class described, the
combination of two transmission-disks mount

8. In mechanism of the class described the

combination of a shaft, two transmission-disks
mounted thereon with their faces toward each

other, transmitting mechanism adapted to
communicate
power from one of said disks to
the other, interposed between said disks, a

magnet inclosing the hub of one of said disks
connecting through a switch to a source of elec

25

trical energy adapted, when the switch is
closed, to move one of said disks toward the
other
disk upon the transmitting mechanism.
9. In mechanism of the class described, the

65 ed face to face in line with each other, trans- I combination of a shaft, two transmission-disks 30

s

:
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mouised thereon with their faces toward each toward and from said ratchet-wheel to com

municate motion thereto, a second magnet
other, Eartisting mechanism adapted to adapted
when energized. to nove said second
communicate
power
from
one
of
said
disks
to
the other, interposed between said disks, a pawl into contact with said ratchet-wiegl and 55
magnet inclosing the hub of one of said disks means adapted to withdraw said second pawl
connecting through a switch to a source of from said ratchet-wheel when said second mag
net is deinergized and means adapted, when
O

electrical energy adapted when the switch is
closed to move one of said disks toward the both pawls are released from contact with said
other upon said transmitting mechanism and ratchet-wheel to move said ratchet-wheel and
gears or pulleys upon the hubs of said disks the shaft to which the wheel is attached, in the
adapted to deliver and receive power through opposite direction.
said disks.
14. In m!chanism of tie class described, the
10. In mechanisa of the class described, the combination of two transmission-disks, trans
combination of a shaft, transmission-disks initting mechanism interposed between said
mounted thereon, a transmitting-wheel inter disks, a shaft carrying said transmitting mech
posed between and in engagement with said anism, a ratchet-wheel upon said shaft. a pawl
disks, said wheel being made up of two or adjacent to said ratchet-wheel normally held
more laminae mounted side by side upon the away from it, a magnet adapted when ener
same shaft said laminae being capable of re gized, to hold said pawl in contact with said

volving independently each of the other.

ratchet-wheel, a second pawl mounted adja

11. As an article of manufacture for use in cent to said ratchet-wheel adapted to be moved

power-transmitting mechanism, where the toward and from said ratchet-wheel to coin

25

municate noticn thereto, a second magnet
speed of rotation of the power-wheel commu adapted
energized, to move said second
nicating with the wheel of this manufacture is pawl intowhen
contact
with said ratchet - wheel,
differentat different sides Qredges of the trans means adapted to withdraw
said second pawl
mission-wheel, a transmission-wheel composed
from said ratchet-wheel when said magnet is
of a set of two or more thi'i laminae placed side de?nergized
and a spring adapteti, when both
by side and adapted to rotate at relatively dif.
are released from said ratchet-wheel, to
ferent speeds while the entire combined wheel pawls
said ratchet-wheel and the shaft to which
istingrotated
in the saie direction for transmit itmove
is attached, in the opposite direction from
power.

75

Sc.

12. In mechanism of the class described, the the motion conmunicated by the moving awl.

combination
of a shaft having a section of its 15. In mechanism of the class described, the
length made of non-magnetic material, trans combination of two transmission-disks mount

mission-disks independently mounted on said ed face to face, transmitting mechanism, in
shaft on opposite sides of said non-magnetic terposed between said disks on opposite sides
portion of the shaft, transmission mechanism of the diameter, parallel shafts supporting
transmitting mechanism, a spring adapt
between the faces of said disks and magnetic said
ed
to
move one of said shafts in one direction, 9o
means operating upon said disks adapted to
connecting mechanism so connecting said
move one disk toward “he other upon said shafts
that said spring is also adapted to sinul
transmitting mechanism.
taneously move the other shift in the posite
13. in mechanism of the class described, the direction,
a ratchet-wirel mounted upon said
combination of two transmission-disks, trans second shaft
and two electrically - operated
unitting mechanism interposed between said pawls detachably
engaging said ratchet-wheel,
45 disks, a shaft carrying said transmitting mech
adapted
when
energized
uneve said shafts
anism, a ratchet-wheel upon said shaft, a lawl against the action of saidtospring.
adjacent to said ratchet-wheel nonially held
CHAS. A. PRATT.
away from it, a magnet adapted when ener
gized, to hold said pawi in contact with said Witnesses:
DWIGIT B. CIEEVER, .
So ratchet-wheel, a second pawl mounted adja
BLANCHE. L. WHST.
cent to said ratchet-wheel adapted to be moved

